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ABSTRACT 
 

 Virtual clothing try-on aims at transferring a target clothing image onto a reference person, and has become a major topic in 

recent years. The traditional try-on task aims to align the target clothing item naturally to the given person’s body and hence 

present a try-on look of the person. However, in practice, people may also be interested in their try-on looks with different poses. 

Therefore, in this work, we introduce a new try-on setting, which enables the changes of both the clothing item and the person’s 

pose. Towards this end, we propose a pose guided virtual try-on scheme based on the generative adversarial networks (GANs). 
We first predict semantic layout of the reference image that will be changed after try-on, and then determines whether its image 

content needs to be generated or preserved according to the predicted semantic layout, leading to photo realistic try-on and rich 

clothing details. In particular this involves three modules. First, a semantic layout generation module utilizes semantic 

segmentation of the reference image to progressively predict the desired semantic layout after try-on. Second, a clothes warping 

module warps clothing images according to the generated semantic layout, where a second-order difference constraint is 

introduced to stabilize the warping process during training. Third, a content fusion module that integrates all information (e.g. 

reference image, semantic layout, warped clothes) to adaptively produce each semantic part of human body. Experiments on our 

newly collected dataset demonstrate its promise in the image-based virtual try-on task over state of the art generative models. 
 

Keywords: - Virtual Try-on; Generative Adversarial Networks, Semantic Layout Generation, Clothes warping, Content 

Fusion 

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Recent years have witnessed the increasing demands of online shopping for fashion items with many E commerce 

websites coming up. The huge economic value of online fashion market demonstrates people’s great demand of online fashion 

shopping. Nevertheless, lacking the physical try-on, online fashion shopping is always criticized for its poor user experience and 

people still prefer trying on their clothes before purchasing as they would like to see how it looks on them rather than a model. 

Due to the COVID-19 situation, going to a store and trying on clothes has become an even greater problem and thus transferring 

of clothing onto a reference person or the customer has received much attention. This, allows consumers to virtually try on 

clothes, which will not only enhance their shopping experience, transforming the way people shop for clothes, but also save cost 

for retailers. Owing to the recent advances in computer graphics, there emerge several practical services, such as TriMirror and 

Fits Me, which work on synthesizing the try-on looks for users based on their 3D body shape measurements, desired poses and 

target clothing items. Despite that 3D-based methods have achieved promising success, the huge labor costs for 3D data 

annotation and potential economic costs for scanning equipment largely limit their real-world applications. 

Recently virtual try-on methods based solely on RGB images have also been proposed. Conditional Generative 

Adversarial Networks (GANs), which have demonstrated impressive results on image generation, image-to-image translation and 

editing tasks, seem to be a natural approach for addressing this problem. In particular, they minimize an adversarial loss so that 

samples generated from a generator are indistinguishable from real ones as determined by a discriminator, conditioned on an input 

signal. However, they can only transform information like object classes and attributes roughly, but are unable to generate graphic 

details and accommodate geometric changes. This limits their ability in tasks like virtual try-on, where visual details and realistic 

deformations of the target clothing item are required in generated samples. Although several pioneer researches have achieved 

promising performance, most of existing efforts usually focus on preserving the character of a clothing image (e.g. texture, logo, 
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embroidery) when warping it to arbitrary human pose and fail to preserve the fine details, such as the clothing of the lower-body 

and the hair of the person losing the details and style. They also only generate the single-view try-on result, i.e., keeping the 

person’s pose unchanged while simply changing the clothing item. It remains a big challenge to generate photo-realistic try-on 

images when large occlusions and human poses are presented in the reference person. 

 To address the above limitations, we propose a virtual try-on network, which first predicts the semantic layout of the 

reference image and then adaptively determines the content generation or preservation according to the predicted semantic layout. 

Specially, the network consists of three major modules as shown in Fig. 1. The first one is the Semantic Generation Module 

(SGM), which uses the semantic segmentation of body parts and clothes to progressively generate the mask of exposed body parts 

(i.e. synthesized body part mask) and the mask of warped clothing regions. SGM generates semantic masks in a two-stage fashion 

to generate the body parts first and synthesize clothing mask progressively, which makes the original clothes shape in reference 

image completely agnostic to the network. The second part is the Clothes Warping Module (CWM), which is designed to warp 

clothes according to the generated semantic layout. A second-order difference constraint is also introduced to the Warping loss to 

make the warping process more stable, especially for the clothes with the complex texture. Finally, the Content Fusion Module 

(CFM) integrates the information from the synthesized body part mask, the warped clothing image, and the original body part 

image to adaptively determine the generation or preservation of the distinct human parts in the synthesized image. 

The main contributions can be summarized as follows:  

(1) We propose a new image-based virtual try-on network, which greatly improves the try-on quality in semantic alignment, 

character retention and layout adaptation. 

(2) We take the semantic layout into consideration to generate photo-realistic try-on results.  

(3) A second-order difference constraint makes the training process of warping module more stable, and improves the ability of 

our method to handle complex textures on clothes. 

(4) Experiments demonstrate that the proposed method can generate photorealistic images that outperform the state-of-the-art 

methods. 

 

          2. LITERATURE SURVEY 
 

Generative Adversarial Networks. The name “GAN” was introduced by Ian Goodfellow et al [1] in 2014. Their paper 

popularized the concept and influenced subsequent work. It introduced a new framework for estimating generative models via an 

adversarial process, in which they simultaneously train two models: a generative model G that captures the data distribution, and a 

discriminative model D that estimates the probability that a sample came from the training data rather than G. The training 

procedure for G is to maximize the probability of D making a mistake. This framework corresponds to a minimax two-player 

game. There was no need for any Markov chains or unrolled approximate inference networks during either training or generation 

of samples. Experiments demonstrated the potential of the framework through qualitative and quantitative evaluation of the 

generated samples. 

Radford et al [4] proposed the most famous GAN, the DCGAN, which adopted the use of a Convolutional Neural 

Network (CNN), a model predominantly used in supervised learning, in an unsupervised learning scenario. This model performs 

well in image synthesis in the early work of the research. In order to control generated result, different GAN such as CGAN, 

InfoGAN, and ACGAN are proposed. Some methods have been proposed for solving the model collapse problem by designing a 

new loss function such as mini-patch feature and WGAN. 

 Fashion Analysis. Fashion related tasks recently have received considerable attention due to their great potential in real-

world applications. Most of the existing works focus on clothing compatibility and matching learning [9], clothing landmark 

detection [8], and fashion image analysis [10, 11]. Virtual try-on is among the most challenging tasks in fashion analysis. 

 Image Synthesis. In the image synthesis domain, GANs have achieved compelling success in various tasks, ranging 

from the general image generation [6, 7], to the pose-guided person synthesis [12, 13]. In particular, one family of its derivatives, 

conditional GANs, have been extensively studied recently, especially in image-to-image translation tasks, like the style transfer 

and virtual try-on, where certain conditional images should be given. In the context of image synthesis for fashion applications, 

Yoo et al [14] generated a clothed person conditioned on a product image and vice versa regardless of the person’s pose. A more 

related work is FashionGAN [15], which replaced a fashion item on a person with a new one specified by text descriptions. 

However, all those works fail to preserve the texture details consistency corresponding with the pose. 

 Virtual Try-on. Existing deep learning based methods on virtual try-on can be classified as 3D model based approaches 

and 2D image based ones. In contrast to relying on 3D measurements to perform precise clothes simulation, in our work, we focus 

on synthesizing a perceptually correct photo-realistic image directly from 2D images, which is more computationally efficient. In 

computer vision, limited work has explored the task of virtual try-on. Jetchev et al. [16] presented a conditional analogy GAN 

(CAGAN), which casts the try-on task as an image analogy problem. As a matter of fact, CAGAN overlooks the clothing item 

deformation according to the user’s body shape, and hence suffers from the unsatisfactory try-on performance. To address this 

issue, several efforts have been dedicated to synthesizing the virtual try-on images with the geometric alignment, such as VITON 

[2] and CP-VTON [3]. VITON exploits a Thin-Plate Spline (TPS) [17] based warping method to first deform the in shop clothes 

and map the texture to the refined result with a composition mask. CP-VTON adopts a similar structure of VITON but uses a 

neural network to learn the transformation parameters of TPS warping rather than using image descriptors, and achieves more 
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accurate alignment results. CP-VTON and VITON only focus on the clothes, leading to coarse and blurry bottom clothes and 

posture details. VTNFP [5] alleviates this issue by simply concatenating the high-level features extracted from body parts and 

bottom clothes, thereby generating better results than CP-VTON and VITON. However, blurry body parts and artifacts still 

remain abundantly in the results because it ignores the semantic layout of the reference image. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1: The overall architecture of our network. G1, G2 and G3 stand for conditional GANs. (1) In step I, the SGM outputs 

synthesized body part mask M
S

ω and target clothing mask M
S

c; (2) In step II, the CWM warps the target clothing image to T
R

c ; 

(3) In step III and IV, the CFM gives us the final try-on image.  

 
    3. PROPOSED METHOD 

 
The proposed network consists of three modules as shown in Fig. 1. First, the Semantic Generation Module (SGM) 

progressively generates the mask of the body parts and the mask of the warped clothing regions via semantic segmentation, 

yielding semantic alignment of the spatial layout. Second, the Clothes Warping Module (CWM) is designed to warp target 

clothing image according to the warped clothing mask, where we introduce a second-order difference constraint on Thin-Plate 

Spline (TPS) to produce geometric matching yet character retentive clothing images. Finally, the Content Fusion Module (CFM), 

integrates the information from previous modules to adaptively determine the generation or preservation of the distinct human 

parts in the output synthesized image. 

 

3.1  Semantic Generation module (SGM) 

 

Most previous works in virtual try-on focus more on the target clothes and do not consider the human body generation. 

They only use the coarse body shape directly in the network, which leads o loss of the details in the human body parts. To 

overcome this, the mask generation mechanism that is adopted in this module generates semantic segmentation of body parts and 

target clothing region precisely. The semantic generation module (SGM) is proposed to separate the target clothing region as well 

as to preserve the body parts of the person, without changing the pose and the rest of the details of the human body. 

In the SGM, given a reference image I, and its corresponding mask M, we take the fused map M
F
 shown in Fig. 1 as one 

of the inputs to SGM. This module consists of two steps, the try-on mask generation module first synthesizes the masks of the 

body parts M
S

ω (ω = {h, a, b} (h: head, a: arms, b: bottom clothes)), which helps to adaptively preserve body parts instead of 

coarse feature in the subsequent steps. As shown in Fig. 1, we train a body parsing conditional GAN G1 to generate M
S

ω  by using 

the information from the fused map M
F
 , the pose map Mp, and the target clothing image Tc. In the second step, M

S
ω, Mp and Tc 

are combined to generate the synthesized mask of the clothes M
S

c by conditional GAN G2. For training this module, both steps 

use the conditional generative adversarial network (CGAN), in which a U-Net structure is used as the generator while a 

discriminator given in pix2pixHD [18] is deployed to distinguish generated masks from their ground-truth masks. For each of the 

stages, the CGAN loss can be formulated as 

              
where x indicates the input and y is the ground-truth mask. z is the noise which is an additional channel of input sampled from 

standard normal distribution.  

The SGM can serve as a core component for accurate understanding of body-parts and clothes layouts in virtual try-on and 

preserving of image content by composition. SGM is also effective for other tasks that need to partition semantic layout. 
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3.2  Clothes Warping Module (CWM) 

 

Clothes warping aims to fit the clothes into the shape of target clothing region with visually natural deformation according to 

human pose as well as to retain the character of the clothes. We use a second-order difference constraint on the clothes warping 

network to realize geometric matching and character retention. As shown in Fig. 2, compared to the result with our proposed 

constraint, target clothes transformation without the constraint shows obvious distortion on shape and unreasonable mess on 

texture. 

Specifically, given Tc and M
S

c as the input, we train the Spatial Transformation Network (STN) to learn the mapping between 

them. The warped clothing image T
W

c is transformed by the learned parameters from STN, where we introduce the following 

constraint L3 as a loss term, 

                  
where λr and λs are the trade-off hyper-parameters. As illustrated in Fig. 2, p(x, y) represents a certain sampled control point and 

p0(x0, y0), p1(x1, y1), p2(x2, y2), p3(x3, y3) are the top, bottom, left, right sampled control points of p(x, y), respectively in the whole 

control points set P; S (p, pi) is the slope between two points. The warping loss can be represented as Lw, which measures the loss 

between the warped clothing image T
W

c and its ground-truth Ic, 

                         
where L4 = || T

W
c – Ic||1. The warped clothes are then fed into a refinement network, where a learned matrix α (0 ≤ αij ≤ 1) is then 

utilized to finally combine the two clothing images as the refined clothing image T
R

c by 

                             
 

where ⊙ denotes element-wise multiplication. Thus, the refined clothing image can fully retain the character of the target clothes. 

             
 

Figure 2: Comparison of warping results with and without the second-order difference constraint. 

 

3.3  Content Fusion Module (CFM) 

 

Most existing works usually adopt the coarse body shape as a cue to generate the final try-on images, and fail to reconstruct 

fine details where the target clothing region is required to clearly rendered, and body parts are needed to be adaptively preserved. 

Whereas, the content fusion module (CFM) is composed of two main steps, i.e. Steps 3 and 4 in Fig. 1. Step 3 fully maintains the 

untargeted body parts as well as preserves the changeable body part (i.e. arms). Step 4 fills in the changeable body part by 

utilizing the masks and images generated from previous steps accordingly by an in painting based fusion GAN G3 in Fig. 1. 

Non-target Body Part Composition. The composited body mask M
C

ω is composed by original body part mask Mω, the 

generated body mask M
G

a which is the region for generation, and synthesized clothing mask M
S

c according to 

       
where ⊙ denotes element-wise multiplication. Iω’ is the original image I subtracting clothing region Mc. M

C
ω preserves the non-

target body part by combining the two masks (i.e. M
S

ω and Mω), which are used to recover the non-targeted details in the 
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following step to preserve Iω and generate coherent body parts with the guidance of M
G

a . It can also deal with different cases. For 

example, when transferring a T-shirt to a person in long-sleeve only the within region of M
G

a will perform generation and 

preserve all the others, while in the opposite case, remaining body parts will be shaded by clothes. 

Mask Inpainting. CFM removes part of the arms in the body images Iω, making it possible to separate the regions of 

preservation and generation. To combine the semantic information, composited body mask M
C

ω and synthesized clothing mask 

M
S

c are concatenated with the body part image Iω and refined clothing image T
R

c as the input. Therefore, in the inference stage, 

the network can adaptively generate the photo-realistic try-on image with rich details via the proposed CFM. 

 

4. EXPERIMENTS 
 

4.1  Dataset 

 

Experiments are conducted on the dataset that used in VITON [2] and CP-VTON [3]. It contains about 19,000 image pairs, 

each of which includes a front-view woman image and a top clothing image. After removing the invalid image pairs, it yields 

16,253 pairs, further splitting into a training set of 14,221 pairs and a testing set of 2,032 pairs. 

 

4.2  Implementation Details 

 

Architecture. The network contains three modules SGM, CWM and CFM. All the generators in SGM and CFM have the 

same structure of U-Net and all the discriminators are from pix2pixHD [18]. The structure of STN in CWM begins with five 

convolution layers followed by a max-pooling layer with stride 2. Resolution for all images in training and testing is 256 × 192. 

The architecture is shown in Fig. 1, we first predict the semantic layout of the reference image, and then decide the generation and 

preservation of image content. 

Training. We train the three modules separately and combine them to eventually output the try-on image. Target clothes 

used in the training process are the same as in the reference image since it is intractable to have the ground-truth images of try-on 

results. Each module in the proposed method is trained for 20 epochs by setting the weights of losses λr = λs = 0.1, λ1 = λ2 = 1. 

The learning rate is initialized as 0.0002 and the network is optimized by Adam optimizer with the hyper-parameter β1 = 0.5, and 

β2 = 0.999. All the networks are implemented using the deep learning toolkit PyTorch and NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 GPU is 

used in our experiments.  

Testing. The testing process follows the same procedure of training but is only different with that the target clothes are 

different from the ones in the reference images.  

 

 

     

 

 
 

Figure 3: Examples of images generated by our network. The images in order, correspond to the body part mask, synthesized 

clothing mask, target clothing, try-on image generated by the network and the reference person image. 
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5. TESTING AND ANALYSIS 

 
The network after training is able to generate photo-realistic try-on images when a target clothing and reference person are 

given as input. A few samples of the images generated along with the body part mask M
S

ω and synthesized clothing mask M
S

c can 

be seen in the following Fig. 3. Our network performs much better in simultaneously preserving the character of clothes and the 

body part information. Benefited from the proposed second-order spatial transformation constraint in CWM, it prevents Logo 

distortion and realizes character retention, making the warping process to be more stable to preserve texture and embroideries. As 

shown in the first example of the second row in Fig. 3, Logos on the clothes are clear and undistorted. Fig. 4 shows some more 

results of the try-on networks. It can be seen here that our network performs robustly with various poses including occlusions and 

cross-arms and for long-sleeve clothes to short-sleeve reference image and short-sleeve clothes to long-sleeve reference image, 

which demonstrates the generality of our method. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

    Figure 4: Extensive try-on results with different types of clothes and different reference people with varying poses. 
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    6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 
In this work, we propose a network, which aims at generating photo-realistic try-on result while preserving both the character 

of clothes and details of human identity (posture, body parts and bottom clothes). We present three carefully designed modules, 

i.e. Semantic Generation Module (SGM), Clothes Warping Module (CWM), and Content Fusion Module (CFM). We evaluate 

our network on the VITON [2] dataset. The results clearly show the great superiority of our network.  

In our future work, we look to train the model on other dataset as well, such as for men’s clothing. We also look to 

improve on the image generation for different poses and views of the reference person (side view, back view). Another factor that 

could be considered in future work and that will be helpful for consumers would be to take the size of the clothing and reference 

person into consideration. 

We conclude by noting the robustness of the implemented model and the high quality of the images generated. This 

model has potential to be employed in generating photo-realistic try-on images in online shopping and other websites. The model 

has a long way to go before it can generate satisfactory results for all kinds of clothing and reference poses. But the field of 

machine learning is doing very well with the ever decreasing cost of computational power and ever increasing brain power 

invested in its research. 
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